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The people behind CITI-SENSE



1 university
12 secondary schools,
5 elementary schools
51 kindergartens

9 cities

>1.200 CityAir-app-users
2036 reported perceptions

>200 LEO-
volunteers

>1.000 answers to user questionnaire

324 air sensor units in 
network at one time

EUROPE

>50 public places
volunteers

9,4 million observations
(9/2015-9/2016)

9 tennants associations



Initial offer: Oslo
 (Research information)
 Luftkvalitet.info – official Norwegian portal for air 

quality; 
 Monitoring data from Norway urban areas
 AQ management information, information on methods

(technologies, models, quality systems, measures)
 Prediction of AQ – not public but is used by authorities
 Maps of AQ  - partly public

 Main users: municipalities, road authorities, national
reporting

 Largerly unknown to the public, despite substantial
information value to them.



Public: the main stakeholder
 How can we engage them in air quality?
 Who is «the public»?
 Why should they be engaged? (for themselves, for 

common good)
 What is interesting for them? 
 How do we operationalize this, given the current

technological offer?



Portable LEO platformStatic AQMesh platform

Collecting air quality data: low-cost 
sensor-based platforms



Interest in AQ

AQ affects your health

Citizen involvement in policy-making

Respondents on air quality in Oslo



Air quality on a map
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AQMesh deployment in 51 kindergartens & 13 streets in Oslo
Detailed air quality maps



LEO platform



CityAir app – giving citizens a voice

53%

26%

12%

9%

very good good poor very bad

Perceived air quality



Engaging with  high school students – Oslo example

- Horten VGS
- Lambertseter VGS
- Lørenskog VGS



Engaging with Oslo’s citizens face-to-face …  
… and through Facebook 



User evaluation with important feedback

- Evaluation form 
- Focus groups
- Interviews



Main lessons  - role of users
 Parallel development of user requirements and 

technical/scientific issues

Technological suggestion
- Is this what we want?

Scientific/research suggestion
- Does this make sense scientifically?
- What is the context?

User group/focus group
- Is this what we want? 
- What needs improvement?

Mediator



Main lessons (providing information)

 How do we address people who want to know about 
air quality
 Combining sources of information:
 Regulatory data and information
 Other earth observations
 Citizen science 
 Perception, attitudes

 How do we combine results obtained by 
technologies used for different purposes (regulatory, 
remote sensing, modeling, citizen science)



Main lessons (technologies)
 Define purpose first: Technology is «fit for purpose» 

– what is the purpose? If not defined, expectations 
will not be met

 Must ensure stable communication between devices 
and data platform

 Uncertainty of the data must be understood; it affects 
e.g., what visualisation products can be made

 Implementing information flow requires 
standardization of codes (sensor > platform > product > user)

 Support to sensor deployment and operation and 
communication infrastructure needs to be in place



Main lessons (participants)

 What motivates the participants?
 Why are they interested and what do they need to 

know
 Campaigns vs long-term engagement: reasons for 

participating may differ
 Special user groups 

 Schools
 Patient organisations
 Civic groups such as activists, bicyclists, others
 Citizen science



Main lessons (benefits to users)
 Simple access to information about air pollution here

and now will raise awareness and increase interest
and participation in air pollution governance

 Use of microsensors can contribute to reducing
individual’s exposure - I can «see» where pollution
is high (and thus perhaps avoid being there?)

 Supports dialogue, e.g., between the city and the
inhabitants



Where to find us
 General contact: alena.bartonova@nilu.no
 Web page http://co.citi-sense.eu

 Codes, widgets 
 Questionnaires
 Sensor devices
 Publications
 Brochures

 CityAir App: iTunes, AppStore
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